
EC HouseComm 2016-03-30 
 
All halls are here. 
 
CPW Chairs 
CPW chairs wanted to say things but none of them are here. Hella lame. 
 
Storage 
Lucy has words. Clean out Wood and Bemis cages by this Sunday. We’re cleaning out for 
summer storage so it would be nice if you could actually get rid of some things. joeg is 
actually wavering on his stance on massive furniture items in rooms, so you might actually 
be able to keep super huge things in your room. About 80% of lofts on the loft tour passed 
inspection, great! Joeg is also wavering on lofts that are anchored to the ceiling. Ones that 
are in the corner, not blocking sprinklers or windows are okay. Don’t block windows 
because they have to be accessible from the top for repairs. joeg also wants to repaint the 
kitchens. Why is joeg painting the walls? They’re all murals anyways? Lucy will have answers 
one day! 
 
On hall furniture storage: Everything has to be moved into the halls to redo the floors and 
walls, so if you have something that’s large, fragile, or excessive in your lounge, it should 
probably be stored in the basement. If it’s something like a couch, it’s probably fine. For 
fixtures that have been built into lounges, ask joeg. He saw the Tetazoo workbench during 
loft tour and kinda shook his head. 
 
What about murals in kitchens? Tell joeg and Lucy that you don’t want it painted. 
 
CPW Chairs, Reprise 
CPW chairs will be sending out signups for tours, grilling, and being in the courtyard(?). 
hshackle will be setting up some kind of upperclassman exhibit. Probably not for 
exhibitionism.  
 
There will also be a bunch of reminder e-mails about things that should and should not 
happen during CPW. 
 
AHM Apartment  
This also means new Desk. Plans are here. cwicks’s office and Desk will both take up a little 
rectangle where the A/V closet and cwicks’s current office currently are. We want to 
capitalize on space. Fireplace isn’t an option because it’s kinda structural and would be very 
expensive and awkward/possibly dangerous to remove, so maybe we can’t get space back 
from there. We could plaster over it, but people think it’s pretty.  
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_yb6eiDOE3VaDg3Rzl4TDBJNzNST2VNZkRPVzhkMTMzTWxR/view?usp=sharing


joeg might have an interest in putting an awning over the patio outside so that big things 
could stay outside (gr8 for rush! and lumber!). We also have these carts of chairs and tables 
taking up a bunch of space in Talbot, so we could also build a little shed to hold those on 
the not-patio side of the Talbot door. Or, you know, a shack. Of sorts. 
 
If you have ideas for nice things that we could get for losing Talbot space, we have lots of 
space in the basement! Send your ideas to Piper or exec! 
 
DormCon and Maseeh 
There is a Maseeh/Simmons war. They requested $1.4k from DormCon for flags and 
SuperSoakers for a water war, which means it’s open to everyone. There’s a water war on 
Friday and a feast on Saturday. This is open to all dorms, but not advertised to everyone. So 
now Piper is advertising to the few chosen of DormCon. You should definitely crash the 
feast at 5p at the Kresge barbecue pits. The water war is gonna be happening at one of 
those big grassy spots on campus. Who knows which. 
 
EAsT camPUS isn’t bitter at all about people getting money for these shenanigans. 


